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Remarks:
According to the Academic Instruction of University, in the academic system, each

theoretical credit is presented in 16 or 17 hours, each practical credit in32 or 34

hours, and each ofthe workshop credit in 48 hours.
There are some different type ofthe courses passing by a bachelor/master/PHD
student at this university, as listed below:
1. Basic

2.Major
3.Specialized

4.Elective

5.General

6.Workshop
T.lnternship
B.Project

9.Optional
l0.Mandatory
1 L.Pre-university
Each one of these types contain some courses to be passed, according to the

educational regulations passed by the Ministry of Science, Research and Technology

or Ministry of Health & Medical Education of Iran.

The grading system in this university is from 0 to 20. The minimum passing grade

for a course leading to an Associate's Degree or a Bachelor's Degree is 10, for a

course leading to a Master's Degree and Medical Sciences is 12 and for a course

leading to a PhD Degree is 14.

Note: This document has been prepared at TINA SAYARMOAFI's request.
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Course Credits Description

Mathematics I 3

( Duration: 51 hours Theoretical )
(Type of Course: Basic)
Basic concepts ofCalculus and Geornetry will be taught to the students
in this course which provides necessary background for technical
courses.
Syllabus :

Cartesian coordinates; polar coordinates; complex numbers; addition.
product, root & georretrical representation of complex numbers; polar
representation of complex numbers; function; functions algebra; limit
and relevant theorenrsl infinite linrit and limit in infinite; left-hand and
right-hand limit: connectivity: derivative: derivation formula: inverse
function and its derivative; tligonometric lunctions derivative and their
inverse functions; Rolle's theorenr: mean theorem; Taylor expansion;
geonretrical and physical applications ofderivativei curves and
acceleration in polar cooldinates; application ofderivative in
approximation of equations roots; definition of integral of continuous
functions and piecewise continuous; basic theorems ofdiffelential &
integral arithmetic; primitive function; approximate methods of integral
estimate: application of integral in computation ofarea, length ofcurve,
moment, center of gravity and labor ....(in Cartesian and polar
coordinates); Iogarithm and exponential function and their derivative;
hyperbolic functions; integration methods such as clrarrge ofvariable,
component and decomposition of fractions; transform of special
variables of sequence and numerical series and relevant theor€ms:
power series and Taylor theorem with rerrainder.

Phvsics Lab I I

(Type of Course: Basic)
A laboratory coulse in elernentary physics. The course will inclLrde

selected experiments in mechanics, heat. light, sound, electlicity and
magnetism, and modem physics.

Ceneral Workshop

( Duration: 34 hours Practical )
(Type of Course: Basic)
Familiarity wifi the principles of saf'ety and health of workshops and
how to use the tools and equipment used. How to work with technical
drawings, workshop tools and equiprnent in the fields of rnachine tools,
welding, modeling and casting, electricity, etc.
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Engineering
P roba b ility 3

( Duration: 5l hours Theoretical )
(Type of Course: Basic)
By learning this course, students will be able to use basic rules of
Probability Theory for real modeling of information problerns.
Syllabus :

An introduction to theory of sets, samples and their table display
together with average, exponent, middle and variance ofconversion
and composition, probabilities and the relevant theorents, random
variables, interrnediate and average and valiance of distribLrtions,
Poison's two-phrase distributions. geometric difference, norntal
distribution, distribution of several randorr variable, random santpling
and random numbers, sarnpling fi'om srnall society, estimation of
statistical parameters, assurance intervals, tesl 2 presumptive test of
decision-rnaking, analysis and variance, regression, correlation,
nor'rparametric methods test, fitting straight line on data.

Mathenratics 2 3

( Duration: 5l hours Theoretical )
(Type of Course: Basic)
Basic concepts ofCalculus and Geometry will be taught to the students
in this course which provides necessary background for technical
courses, continuillg "General Math. I "discussions.
Syllabus :

Pararnetric equations: space coordinates; vector and space; numerical
product; matrix 3x3 of three-indeterrn inate linear equations system;
operation on lines; matrix reverse; solving equatiors systeln; linear
independence; base in R2; R3 lineal transfornt and its rnatrix;
detenninate 3x3 and clra|acteristic Value and vector; vector product:
second older line and plane equations; two vector functions and its
derivative; speed and acceleration; bendirrg; norrnal vectol to a curvc;
rr.rultivariable function; directional and partial derivative; tangent plane
and normal line to a curve; rnultivariable I'unction; directional and
paftial derivativei tangent plane and projecting Iine ofgradient; chain
ofrule for partial derivative; exact differential; second kind and third
kind integrals and their application in geornetlical and physical
problems; transform of integration arrangernerrt (witltout accurate
affirmation); cylindrical and sphelical coordinates; vector field;
curvilinear integral; sulface integral; divelgence; curl; Laplacian;
pot6ntial of green space and divergerrce and stochastic.
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Dillcrential
Equations 3

( Duration: 51 hours Theoretical )
(Type of Course: Basic)
In this course, first and second levels of linear differential equations
and some nonlinear differential equations will be introduced, in
addition, students will learn about sonre numerical and analytical rvays

to solve Mathematical Problems.
Syllabus :

Nature ofdifferential eqLrations and their solution. farrily ofgraphs and
vertical routes, physical patterns, separable equation, first order linear
differential equation, hornogeneous equation, 2nd order linear
equation, homogenous equation with fixed constants, rnethod of
indefinite constants, method ofchanging parameters, application of
2nd order equations in physics and nrechauics, solution ofdiffelential
equation with series, Bessel and Gamma fLrnctions, Legendre
polynornial, an introduction to differential equatior.ls set, Laplace
transfonr and its applicatiorr in solving differential equations

I)hysics 2 3

( Duration:51 hours Theoretical )
(Type of Course: Basic)
Syllabus:
Electric charge and Coulomb's la"v. the electric field, Gauss' law
Electric Potential Energy and Potential, the electric properties of
nraterials, Capacitance and Capacitors, DC Circuits - the magnetic field
and n.ragnetic field ofa current, Faraday's law in induction, rnagnetic
properties of materials. inductance, AC circuits, Ampere's law.

I'hysics Lab 2

( Duration: 34 hours Practical )
(Type of Course: Basic)
The purpose of this course is to learn electrical and electronic
measuring devices and to perform basic tests ofelectrical circuits.
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